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For our debut property, Unscripted has planted its flag in Durham, North Carolina. Given its historic location on 202 N Corcoran Street, you're immersed right into the vibrant energy of the community-focused destination.




	location
	202 N, Corcoran St, Durham, NC 27701

	reservations
	(984) 329-9500

	look around
	VIEW GALLERY
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the hotel
Formerly the Jack Tar Hotel, a mid-century modern iconic landmark that operated in the 1960s, Unscripted Durham offers 74 boutique rooms and suites that carry vibrant mid-century design into the modern day – with Unscripted’s own fresh take.








rooms with a view
Each room has a character like no other. Unscripted’s blend of mid-century design – which honors the building’s history – and contemporary functionality makes a bold statement approachable to all.




explore all rooms
ROOMSROOMSROOMSROOMSROOMSROOMSROOMSROOMSSUITES
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Savor the moment at The Patio, a lively outdoor rooftop, featuring eclectic new American cuisine with beautiful views of Downtown Durham.
 
 LEARN MORE
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As Downtown Durham’s living room, The Studio is a vibrant bar and lounge perfect to socialize, hang out and get inspired.




restaurants and nightlife
Unscripted’s dining and restaurants offer guests the best of the best in Downtown Durham.





On-site food & beverage outlets





neomonde mediterranean
Mediterranean and Middle Eastern Fare, dedicated to serving only the freshest ingredients, offers delicious choices for the health-conscious.
VISIT SITE



pour taproom
This pay-by-the-ounce taproom features 60+ taps of brews, ciders and wines from far and wide.
VISIT SITE
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neomonde mediterranean
Mediterranean and Middle Eastern Fare, dedicated to serving only the freshest ingredients, offers delicious choices for the health-conscious.
VISIT SITE
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pour
 taproom
This pay-by-the-ounce taproom features 60+ taps of brews, ciders and wines from far and wide.
VISIT SITE
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get together
A great event is all about that perfect union of style, design and execution. Like all aspects of the Unscripted experience, when it comes to events and gatherings, no detail is overlooked. You provide your vision, we will handle the rest.
meetings/celebrations/private dining







offers
What could be better than enjoying incredible food and beverages, connecting with the culture of Durham, and receiving a world class hospitality experience? Enjoy all that and more with our special offers guaranteed for an exceptional experience.
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locals only staycation
Calling all North Carolina Residents! We’re showing our love loud and proud!
LEARN MOREBOOK OFFER
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book direct and save
Enjoy our best rates and sweet perks when you book direct.
LEARN MOREBOOK OFFER
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keys to a fresh start
Everything you need to keep your mind and body fresh when in Durham.
LEARN MOREBOOK OFFER
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tastes of durham
The best way to experience Durham is to taste your way through it!
LEARN MOREBOOK OFFER
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dpac visitors special
It’s showtime! Turn your night out at DPAC into a getaway at Unscripted.
LEARN MORE BOOK OFFER
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a touch of sweetness
Enjoy a sweet surprise from our local downtown Durham go-to for treats!
LEARN MOREBOOK OFFER
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As a hotel guest, dip your toes or enjoy a refreshing drink poolside. Unscripted’s seasonal rooftop pool is an exciting way to spend the day with stunning views.
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Durham is for doers. Get set and have fun discovering Durham’s local scene by visiting some of our favorite local attractions.
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Furry friends welcome! Dogs and cats weighing less than 40 pounds are welcome to join the fun at Unscripted.




experience
Recharge and get inspired through delicious food, invigorating beats and a fun atmosphere here at Unscripted.
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let's be friends
Great friends stay together. Sign up for our newsletter and stay in the know on all upcoming events and the latest offers at Unscripted to help you plan your next escape.
sign up
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